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Abstract: Currently, the exchange cycles of various computers, smartphones, tablets, and others
have become shorter, because new high-performance devices continue to roll out rapidly. However,
existing legacy devices are not old-fashioned or obsolete to use. From the perspective of sustainable
information technology (IT), energy-efficient virtualization can apply a way to increase reusability
for special customized devices and enhance the security of existing legacy devices. It means that
the virtualization can customize a specially designed purpose using the guest domain from obsolete
devices. Thus, this could be a computing scheme that keeps energy supplies and demands in
balance for future sustainable IT. Moreover, energy-efficient virtualization can be the long-term and
self-sustainable solution such as cloud computing, big data and so forth. By separating the domain
of the host device based on virtualization, the guest OS on the segmented domain can be used as a
Trusted Execution Environment to perform security features. In this paper, we introduce a secure
platform to protect sensitive user data by domain isolation utilizing virtualization. The sensitive
user data on our secure platform can protect against the infringement of personal information by
malicious attacks. This study is an effective solution in terms of sustainability by recycling them for
special purposes or enhancing the security of existing devices.
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1. Introduction

Since the advent of smartphones, daily life cannot be imagined without a mobile service.
Smartphone users can manage their daily schedules, reply to e-mails, watch movies via a streaming
service, and so forth. Most users no longer have to find and visit a bank to transfer their money and
transact their financial business. They can also use e-map and e-navigation applications to find the
fastest route to their destination. Likewise, the popularity of mobile devices has brought a paradigm
shift from PC-based information technology (IT) services to future mobile services including business
enterprises, mobile cloud computing, smart working, e-finance, smart vehicles, mobile health care,
military service and others.

The exchange cycles of various IT devices such as smartphones and tablets have become shorter,
as new high-performance devices continue to roll out rapidly. However, the existing legacy devices are
not yet outdated or obsolete. Used smartphones are exported worldwide for sustainable IT. A forecast
from International Data Corporation (IDC) estimates that the market for used smartphones will grow
from 81.3 million devices in 2015 to 222.6 million units in 2020, representing a compound annual
growth rate of 22.3% [1]. Therefore, if there were a way to retrieve these discarded devices and
customize these for another purpose, this would be an efficient solution for the future sustainability
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of IT. For example, energy-efficient virtualization can offer a way to increase the reusability of these
specially customized devices and enhance the security of existing legacy devices. Virtualization can
provide customization for a specially designed purpose, using the guest domain from obsolete devices.
By separating the domain of the host device based on this virtualization, the guest operating system
(OS) on the segmented domain can be used as a Trusted Execution Environment to enable security
features. It may, therefore, be a computing scheme that can keep energy supply and demand in
balance for future sustainable IT. Moreover, energy-efficient virtualization may involve a long-term
and self-sustainable solution such as cloud computing, big data and so forth. These will be key
components for the realization of such a complex network and energy-aware devices. In recent years,
numerous studies have expanded the use of virtualization technology for efficiency and sustainability
purposes [2,3].

On the other hand, security and privacy issues are essential components of and necessary tasks
within this reuse for special purposes. In particular, mobile platforms, as end-terminal and entry points
to various services, are not only generated/stored user’s sensitive and private information on the
terminal, but they may also be sent and spread through the network. As we have shown in Figure 1,
malicious attacks on mobile devices, and especially the Android platform, are rapidly increasing in
the form of malware or exploits, such as smishing, app repacking attacks, app update attacks and
so on [4]. Android’s high market share and the openness of this platform have meant it has become
the main target of mobile attacks by hackers [5]. Security countermeasures are therefore essential in
reusing and recycling Android devices. A secure platform for mobile devices plays an important role
in maintaining reliability and sustainability.
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In view of the above security issues, we examine the current approaches to domain separation
techniques, particularly for mobile security platforms. Currently, secure platforms based on domain
separation have been widely studied in order to overcome these vulnerabilities, and especially the
openness of the Android platform and app market [4–11]. The domain separation technique allows for
the separation of different domains, that is, the normal domain for the host operating system and a
secure domain for operating special-purpose services such as security features. The normal domain
is mostly identical to the existing smart device environment, such as Android OS. The isolated and
secure domain, however, protects a user’s sensitive information and performs a trusted execution such
as financial transactions, business applications, military service and so on [12,13]. Relevant and similar
proposals will be described in related works.

Currently, the secure platforms using domain isolation techniques are monopolized by the
smartphone or chipset makers such as Samsung KNOX and ARM TrustZone. On the other hand,
academia continues to carry out mobile hypervisors such as KVM [14], Xen project [15] and others.
There are still difficulties and obstacles, meanwhile, for developing the hypervisor according to specific
hardware chipset, because it depends on the technical references of the chipset maker such as the ARM
processor. However, the most advantage of mobile virtualization can configure the security platform
for diverse purposes that operates independently of the smart device manufacturers. Thus, it will
apply various legacy Androids devices without relying on a specific manufacturer and customize the
guest domains for a special purpose such as a secure platform.
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In this paper, we propose a secure platform with sustainability which protects sensitive user data
utilizing mobile hypervisor as one of the domain separation technologies. The sensitive user data,
such as phone history, which is related to personal privacy including contacts, call logs, and messages,
can be stored in the secure domain, which is a virtual guest domain created by the mobile hypervisor.
The secure domain is protected and secured by encrypting the user’s sensitive information using
various authentication mechanisms. Although security-enhanced Android platforms have recently
been introduced, domain separation using a hypervisor is more secure than Android OS itself, since
this approach can operate several OS environments and consolidate the security features within the
isolated domain. Our proposed mobile security platform, (referred to here as the Trusted Mobile
Zone or TMZ), provides a trusted execution environment, secure storage, a secure service and other
features. In an Android environment with TMZ, the user’s primary activities and sensitive information
can be stored and encrypted in the TMZ security domain. The TMZ can use in various fields
such as smart work, e-government, and e-financial transactions. It provides a secure domain via
a mobile hypervisor, file system encryption, secure middleware, access control, a cryptography library,
certification management and a security services API.

2. Related Work

First, we describe relevant and similar techniques involved with domain separation technology.
The secure domain is used to store a user’s phone and address book, and to schedule data for
protecting the user’s sensitive information and providing a trusted execution environment for secure
services, mobile banking, smart work services, e-government, and so forth. The techniques used
in this domain separation can be divided into a hardware chipset-based separation technique,
hypervisor-based mobile virtualizations [16], and a logical domain separation technique [17].
The mobile hypervisor-based domain separation can separate a single physical mobile device into
several domains. The isolated and secure domain provides a trusted execution environment by running
on a different operating system. Each virtual machine communicates only through the authenticated
channel [18]. The Android OS plays the role of the host (general) domain, while a guest (security)
domain runs on a different installed operating system, such as a real-time OS for an embedded system.

Mobile Trust Mobile (MTM) is a platform within the mobile environment for a trusted execution
operating environment, which is based on the computer-based security technology Trusted Platform
Module (TPM) presented by the Trusted Computing Group. It is a cryptoprocessor, which is configured
to support cryptography features in hardware-related library module internally. ARM TrustZone,
supporting the ARM processor since the version 6 architecture, provides a mobile security environment
at the level of the hardware chipset. It supports two operation modes with the normal and secure mode.
It is also referred to as the normal and secure world. According to their feature within applications,
the ARM processor allows that which the operation mode needs. It also provides a secure booting
and isolated memory for blocking against data leakage into another operation mode. The secure
world operates on secure processors or secure executions (SE) supported by TrustZone. It enables
to communicate through the authorized channel created by the virtual machine or operation mode.
Recently, Samsung Electronics announced the KNOX platform. It is an opportunity for people to get
to know the domain separation technique in the market and research area. The KNOX smartphone
technology separates the security zone against the common user area in Android smartphones.
The domain separation in KNOX technically is based on TrustZone, not mobile virtualization, and this
platform is only available for Samsung smart devices.

The most widely acknowledged secure platform based on a smart device is the US Army’s Nett
Warrior system. The US Army has integrated a Samsung Galaxy Note II smartphone into the Nett
Warrior (NW) system to enhance situational awareness in the battlefield. The NW system introduced as
part of the Army’s tactical network modernization. In the NW system, the smartphone mounts on the
chest of a field soldier as an end-user device. It provides the soldier with enhanced mission planning,
field monitoring, communication and situational awareness during combat operations. It utilizes
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only the smartphone hardware, but the US Army develops and provides a defense information
system, which includes mobile platform, network communication and certain military applications by
themselves. Moreover, the US Army’s Joint Battle Command-Platform (JBC-P) is a networked battle
command-and-control information system which is connected to various military devices such as the
NW system. This is the first attempt to develop a framework based on Android devices under US
Army supervision for creating suites of military applications for tactical operations.

The mobile healthcare sector is one of an emerging set of mobile applications and services.
It allows individuals to access web-enabled mobile devices for managing their healthcare conveniently.
Even though this technology makes m-health possible, many open issues still exist within the mobile
healthcare environment, such as the security of electronic data transactions, mobile user authentication
and secure data storage on a mobile device with privacy protection [19,20].

Connected car services have become popular due to the expansion of smart devices. These provide
Internet services and vehicle control and monitoring applications for comfortable and convenient
driving. Connected car services are based on smart devices which operate built-in car console systems
by connecting to a user’s smartphone, such as Android Auto, Apple CarPlay and so on. Cars in the
near future are likely to evolve the connected car utilizing the smart device features such as a network
connection, social network service (SNS), navigation, driving control, and entertainment applications.
In this way, the infringement of smart devices can jeopardize the security of the connected car [21].

For above reasons, mobile devices have become an attractive target for malicious attacks. Security
countermeasures including malicious activity detection, secure platforms secure file system, and other
technologies have been receiving high levels of attention and are widely studied nowadays in order to
overcome these threats. In particular, secure platforms based on domain separation have been widely
studied with the aim of overcoming these vulnerabilities, and especially the openness of the Android
platform and app market.

3. The Mobile Hypervisor-Based Secure Platform

The authors have developed a secure platform based on the mobile hypervisor, known as TMZ,
and several papers related to this secure platform have previously been published in international
conferences and journals [22,23]. The TMZ platform provides a trusted runtime environment, secure
storage and various security services that operate within a separately designed security domain. Using
the domain separation provided by the mobile hypervisor, the specially customized Android device is
divided into two separate domains, the normal domain (ND) and the security domain (SD).

Android OS runs within the ND, while the TMZ platform is runs within the SD as a guest domain
supported by virtualization. The main security activities of the TMZ platform are performed in the
secure domain, which is run by MicroC/OS-II (also presented by µC/OS-II), a popular embedded
real-time OS, as shown in Figure 2. The mobile hypervisor of TMZ is based on ViMo (Virtualization for
Mobile), developed by ETRI. ViMo is a micro virtual machine monitor for ARM mobile systems, which
enables multiple operating systems to be run simultaneously on a single mobile system, and is based on
full or para-virtualization for mobile systems. The recently developed version of ViMo can be installed
on any commercial 64-bit Android device without support from the manufacturer, and achieves
portability by using pure software virtualization while preserving high performance [24]. The primary
contribution of the ViMo design is to put the guest OS and the hypervisor together into a single address
space, which results in avoidance of the address space compression problem and reductions in the
major virtualization costs, using a 32-bit compatible mode [25]. It is currently evaluated on the Google
Nexus 6P. The following section describes the architecture of the TMZ platform and the way in which
the two domains communicate.
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3.1. System Architecture

The TMZ platform provides more enhanced secure functions, compared with smart devices in
general. The following are the main subsystems of the TMZ platform:

• The Mobile Hypervisor Subsystem (MHVS)
• The Inter-Domain Communication Subsystem (IDCS)
• The Mobile Secure Platform Subsystem (MSPS)
• The Secure Service API Subsystem (SSAS).

The mobile hypervisor is an essential part of the secure platform for separating and isolating
the secure domain against unauthorized or illegal access. The MHVS within the mobile hypervisor
engine can provide a trusted execution environment using domain separation. MHVS emulates a CPU,
memory and hardware resources for the guest domain, and also provides CPU virtualization, memory
virtualization and interrupt virtualization for execution of the virtual machine. It also includes a
feature allowing inter-domain message exchange via communication drivers, which exists in both
domains. Using these features, MHVS provides domain isolation and an inter-domain channel.
The Inter-Domain Communication Subsystem (IDCS) performs the roles of various management
mechanisms for message handling, communication and multi-channel handling between the two
domains. IDCS locates both the normal domain and secure domain, and is in charge of managing the
inter-domain channels, multi-client concurrent connections, secure sessions, message handling and so
forth. The Trusted Channel Manager (TCM) provides handling multi-client concurrent connections.

The Mobile Secure Platform Subsystem (MSPS) consists of several modules: the Secure
Filesystem Module (SFS); the Authentication/Access Control Module (AAC), and; the Encryption/Key
Management Module (EKM), as shown in Figure 3. Descriptions of some of these modules have
previously been published in international journals or conferences. For example, Park et al. have
presented SecureDom, which is focused on data-centric security and aims to protect stored data and
process access control within the secure domain [26]. Based on TMZ architecture, the SecureDom
involves subsystems such as the SFS, AAC, and EKM subsystems. In this chapter, however, the focus is
on domain separation and inter-domain communication subsystems, in order to show how to exchange
a message between two domains.
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The Secure File System module (SFS) provides a secure file system and management feature.
Secure file management is important in order to protect confidential or sensitive information in
case of a lost or stolen device. The secure storage mechanism for the secure platform is based on
domain separation and is implemented by the SFS. It was carefully designed to handle small pieces of
text data as sensitive information, since the mobile device has limited memory and CPU resources
and constraints from middleware regarding domain separation [24]. The secure file management
system consists of a secure file system with file encryption, secure deletion for protecting file recovery,
continuous file defragmentation within a particular maintenance period, and so forth. Moreover,
the secure file system is located and operates on the volatile memory of the smart device, with the
characteristics of a Type 2 hypervisor. This means that when the device is powered off, the file system
is wiped and is then unable to recover user data. TMZ also provides the expected dumping/loading of
a file system image when it prepares for rebooting. The file system image can be saved on the storage
device of the Android platform for backup (the capacity of file system is restricted to 64 megabytes).
owever, this dump image file is encrypted by a cryptography algorithm such as AES 128 bit.

The Authentication/Access Control module (ACC) is an important feature in TMZ which protects
against unauthorized access. It supports two-factor authentication by the user and application
requesting security services within the secure domain. Moreover, TMZ checks and verifies the integrity
of TMZ applications periodically as an essential part of its access control features. Authentication
management in TMZ complies with the FIPS-196 standard to provide mutual authentication with
remote servers for user or device confirmation. This feature supports electronic authentications based
on Korean Certificate-based Digital Signature Algorithm (KCDSA) and RSA digital signatures.

The Encryption/Key Management module (EKM) provides a data encryption/decryption
function to protect inter-domain messages and the secure file system. EKM also supports cryptography
algorithms when it requests other functions involved in security. The cryptography library consists of
a symmetric key, public key, hash algorithm and authentication library. It is a core part of the operation
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of each subsystem such as file encryption and digital signatures for certificates. Finally, the Secure
Service API Subsystem (SSA) provides APIs for developing secure functions for implementation of the
TMZ app.

3.2. The Mobile Hypervisor Subsystem

The Mobile Hypervisor Subsystem (MHVS) provides a secure domain for security features
through mobile virtualization, which are separated from the normal domain on an Android-based
smart device. It allows the exchange of messages using inter-domain communication between these
two domains. MHVS is composed of three modules and interfaces with IDCS. This paper does not
focus on the mobile hypervisor, but rather on the domain separation-based secure platform. Thus,
we do not intend to describe advances in the mobile hypervisor, including the virtual machine monitor,
since ViMo has been described above. Instead, a description is given here of the way in which the two
domains communicate within the TMZ platform.

The Domain VirTualization module (DVT) emulates a CPU, memory and hardware resources
for the guest domain. It also provides CPU virtualization, memory virtualization and interrupt
virtualization for execution of the virtual machine. The shared memory function shares memory
between several domains for inter-domain communication. The event channel function triggers
notification of certain events to other domains. The hypercalls function invokes the functionality of the
DVT from the secure domain.

Domain Virtualization Module (DVT)

• Event type and event handler entry management
• Call event handler
• Shared memory management
• Processing shared memory connect/disconnect
• Shared memory management
• Hypercall type and hypercall handler entry management
• Call hypercall handling

The Front-End Driver module exists to support the features of the DVT in the normal domain,
to enable inter-domain communication, and provides functions for handling the sending and receiving
of messages. These functions process received messages from the TCM and send response messages
back to the TCM when the secure service operation is complete. It sends these received messages to
the secure domain and transfers response messages to the normal domain via the shared memory
functions of the DVT. It also manages the events occurring in the security domain, including event
registration and handling. Most of events occurs when the message is received from the secure domain.

Front-End Driver Module (FED)

• Event handler registration management
• Event handling
• Shared memory connection management
• Message transmission and reception via shared memory

The Back-End Driver module exists to support the features of the DVT in the secure domain
enabling inter-domain communication, and provides functions for handling the sending and receiving
of messages. These functions process messages received from the DVT and send response messages
back to the DVT. This serves to receive the message from the secure domain and transfer the resulting
messages to the secure domain via the shared memory functions in the DVT. It also manages the events
that occur in the security domain, including event registration and handling. An event can occur when
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a response message is sent to the normal domain via the DVT, when the operation of the requested
secure service is complete.

Back-End Driver Module (BED)

• Event sending
• Event handler registration management
• Shared memory allocation management
• Message transmission and reception using shared memory

Figure 4 illustrates the message flows in the Mobile Hypervisor (MHV) and Inter-Domain
Communication (IDC) subsystems. It shows the inter-domain message process via the interface
module between the IDC and MHV subsystems. When a TMZ app requests a security service from
the secure domain, the TMS module in the Secure Service API (SSA) subsystem generates a message,
which is sent to the TCM using UNIX Domain Socket (UDS) socket communication. TCM receives
this and writes it to the message queue driver of the FED module (mq-front). The mq-front module
connects with the shared memory in the DVT and writes message data to an allocated memory space.
The shared memory management in the DVT module performs data transmission in a similar way for
inter-domain communication.
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The Back-End Driver Module of the secure domain receives the data from the shared memory
module in the DVT and transfers the data to the message queue driver in the BED (mq-back). Then,
the IPC manager of the IDC reads the received data from the mq-back module and transforms the
message format. Next, it transfers the received message to the SSA for execution of the security
services. Once the requested services are complete, a response message is created by the IDC and
written to the mq-back driver in the BED module. This data is passed to the shared memory space in
the DVT module.

When the data transfer to the allocated shared memory is complete, the event handler of the BED
module (event-front) requests an event notification from the DVT module using hypercall. The DVT
module sends the event to the event handler of the normal domain (event-back) to let it know that the
transfer is complete. The FED module reads the message from the message queue and sends it to the
TCM. The TCM receives the incoming message and transmits it to the TMZ app. Finally, the TMZ app
reads the response message and checks the result of the requested operation.
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3.3. The Inter-Domain Communication Subsystem

The Inter-Domain Communication Subsystem (IDCS) manages message communication between
the two domains, so that TMZ apps in the normal domain can request the security services provided
by the security domain. IDC makes it possible to utilize the domain communication channel with the
Front-End Driver in the normal domain and Back-End Driver in the security domain, and manages
secure sessions for the TMZ service apps to support multiple accesses. IDC is locates in both the
normal and the secure domains, and is in charge of managing inter-domain channels, client concurrent
connection management, session management, message handling and so forth.

IDCS is composed of the Trusted Messaging Service (TMS) and Trusted Channel Manager (TCM)
module in the ND, and the Secure Session Manager (SSM) and Inter-Process Call Manager (IPC)
modules in the SD. TMS is in charge of message marshaling/unmarshaling for the inter-domain
message format, and the sending and receiving this message to and from the TCM. The TMS is
implemented as a shared library with Android NDK to enable its use within TMZ apps. As described
above and shown in Figure 4, the requested service from a TMZ app transforms the message in
the TMS. TCM operates like a UNIX Domain Socket (UDS) socket server to manage multi-client
concurrent access, which transfers it to the security domain. The IPC in the SD is the main entry point
for the operation of security tasks in the microC/OS-II environment, including the message process
and security procedure calls. The SSM in the SD manages the status of security sessions for TMZ
app clients.

Trusted Messaging Service Module (TMS)

• Provides secure service API interfaces for TMZ apps
• Generates messages
• Transforms parameters of service API to message format
• Processes message transfer and reception

The TMS interfaces with the TMZ app to request security services for sending and receiving
messages. It generates a message for use in the security domain by transforming the parameters of
the security service API. The generated message is transmitted to the TCM via a socket connection.
When the message is received, the TMS converts its parameters for the secure service API using the
reverse order of the transmission process.

The message processing mechanism in the TMS uses an abstraction of the required parameters for
the security service API calls. In the case of the transmission process, it transforms a variable of each
parameter of API to parameter format in the message structure, such as the data type, the direction of
the request, the call type and the values of the variable by abstraction, using data serialization and
marshaling, as shown as Figure 5. The generated message is transferred to the SD through the MHVS
using the TCM. The message received in the SD translates these parameters using the same process as
TMS; it then calls the requested security service.

Trusted Channel Manager Module (TCM)

• Manages multiple app connections
• Manages multiple channels using logical virtualization
• Writes (transmits) messages to the FED and reads (receive) messages from FED

Currently, the FED provides a single channel for inter-domain communication. Even though the
FED physically provides a single channel, the TCM enables multiple apps to connect concurrently
using a logical multi-channel function. The TCM is therefore located between the client app and the
TMS and FED, as shown in Figure 3. The TCM consists of the channel manager and ID manager,
as shown in Figure 6. The channel ID issued for each client app is used to distinguish which app
is requesting the secure service. The virtualized single channel performs the sending and receiving
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of messages from the requesting apps by associating them with the corresponding ID. It also has
functions for writing (transmitting) and reading (receiving) these messages through an inter-domain
message pipe which interfaces with the FED.
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As described above, the channel manager of the TCM handles requests from multiple apps by
allocating the channel ID to each app, as issued by the ID manager. TCM also provides read/write
functions for message processing using the inter-domain message pipes, which are established by
the FED.

In the outward message path on the left-hand side of Figure 7, when the app requests security
services in the normal domain, the TMS sends a message to the TCM. The TCM receives it, and
the ID manager inserts a unique ID for the requesting app. The channel manager transfers (writes)
the message to the inter-domain message pipe. Conversely, the inward message flow is shown on
the right-hand side of Figure 7. When the requested security procedures in the SD are complete,
an acknowledgment message will be sent via the inter-domain message pipe. The channel managers
verify the ID to find out which app has requested this, and it is finally sent to the appropriate channel.
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In the case of the SD, the Inter-Process Call manager module (IPC) is the main service for carrying
out security tasks in the uC/OS environment, including message handling and security procedure
calls. It operates as the main function of the security system and acts as a bridge to connect with
the other subsystems of the SD. Thus, as the first entry point of the SD, the IPC passes data to each
subsystem such as access control, security services, session manager and others.

Inter-Process Call Manager Module (IPC)

• Reads (receives) messages from the BED and writes (transmits) messages to the BED
• Transforms the message format to parameters of security procedures in the SD
• Provides an interface with security procedures
• Calls the requested security procedures

The IPC provides functions for reading and writing the message from the BED. In this regard,
the features of the IPC which are related to message processing are similar to those of the TMS and
TCM in the ND. The IPC decomposes the received message and checks the reliability of the requesting
app. Through the interface with the ACC, the IPC checks the reliability of the requesting app, using
app authentication and resolution of access control to determine whether or not the requested app is
trusted. The result of this authentication is recorded in the Secure Session Manager (SSM) module.
The functions of the SSM are described in the next paragraph. After all processes involved in reliability
verification are complete, the IPC checks the ID of the requested service from the security procedure
list in SSAS and calls the security procedures. The transmission of the result message to the ND is
described above.

Secure Session Manager Module (SSM)

• Provides Secure Service API interfaces with TMZ apps
• Generates messages
• Transforms parameters of the service API to message format
• Processes message transfer and reception

The Secure Session Manager Module (SSM) in the SD manages the status of security sessions with
respect to the client apps, according to the access control policies of the app authentication process.
The status of the secure session is described in Table 1 below. When a TMZ app requests a security
service, the TCM creates a channel between the two domains. When the channel creation and the
verification of the trusted app are complete, the session status of this client app is marked “Created” in
the session table in the SD. To use the security services, the app needs an access permission such as PIN
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authentication. When the ACC grants each access permission, the SSM changes the session status from
“Created” to “Authorized”. When the secure session has been established (“Authorized”), the secure
session is assigned and held only for a limited period of time. When this period has elapsed, the client
app is required to perform a re-authentication process. If it does not perform this re-authentication,
the corresponding session will terminate (“Timeout”).

Table 1. Session status for a client app.

Session Status Description

Created Channel is created
Authorized Secure session is established

Session Closed Session is closed
Closed Channel is closed

Timeout Session has expired

4. Implementation and Experiments

This chapter describes the implementation of and experiments on the TMZ platform. A prototype
of the TMZ platform and the TMZ security service apps were implemented. The prototype device for
the TMZ platform was a Samsung Galaxy S3 with a Samsung Exynos4412 Cortex-A9 chipset and a
2GB DDR2 SDRAM.

As described above, the mobile hypervisor of the TMZ platform is ViMo. The current 32-bit
version of ViMo was installed on the Galaxy S3 is. We implemented and evaluated our platform using
one of the latest commercial mobile phones, the Google Nexus 6P. Since the TMZ operates on the guest
domain provided by the mobile hypervisor, the performance of the entire system will inevitably be
reduced. Moreover, the round-trip time (RTT) of the message TX/RX through the inter-domain channel
takes more time; this is an expected result in comparison with message operation within a single
domain. Two experiments were therefore carried out, that is, the determination of the virtualization
overhead and the RTT of an inter-domain message.

The prototype service apps of the TMZ provide a military security service, including secure SMS
and MMS, contacts, camera, gallery, secure voice communication and emergency situation notices,
as shown in Figure 8. These app services operate in Android OS. However, all of the data in these apps
are transferred from the secure domain when it needs to view the user actions. The TMZ platform and
service apps have been installed and tested on the Samsung Galaxy S3 LTE, and those are being tested
on the Google Nexus 6P currently as commercial smart devices.
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The mobile services based on the TMZ are similar to the essential features of the general
smartphone. The TMZ provides a text messaging service including SMS and MMS, a contacts list,
a camera, a photo gallery, secure voice communication, and an emergency situation notice app. These
services were developed based on the recommendations of an advisory committee consisting of Korean
military officials. For example, the TM contacts form an exclusive address book app for the TMZ
environment, which encrypts contact lists on the secure file system and plays a part in the main
role of interfacing with other services such as text messaging, secure voice communication and so
forth. TM messages are similar to the general messaging app in regard to sending and receiving
messages. This module operates and connects with the special-purpose messaging server for the
TMZ environment.

The experiments on an overhead test of mobile hypervisor were performed using Dhrystone 2.1,
a popular benchmark for CPU performance measurement. These demonstrate how the virtualization
overhead reduces CPU performance compared with no virtualization. Most of the prior research
papers related to enhancing virtualization techniques use Dhrystone for this purpose. The number
of runs in Dhrystone was 1,000,000,000, and the result is given in Dhrystone points (MIPS, million
instructions per second). We performed this experiment 10 times, and the average value is presented
in Table 2.

Table 2. Test for Virtualization Overhead.

Non-Virtualized Android
Device

Virtualized Android
Device

Virtualization Engine
Overhead

Dhrystones per second 1,378,074 1,135,439 –

Rate (%) 100 82.39 17.61

As shown in Table 2, the non-virtualized and virtualized Android devices require 1,377,853
and 1,110,699 MIPS, respectively. The point difference value between the two devices is therefore
267,154. This means that the virtualized Android device has a falloff in system performance of 18.39%
as compared with the non-virtualized device; this an unavoidable side effect which occurs in every
system using virtualization. However, in order to enhance security, an appropriate level of performance
reduction may in fact be as much as the average user will tolerate. If the latest version of ViMo is
installed on a brand new mobile device, this reduction will be improved.

The following table shows the file acquisition time using inter-domain communication between
two domains according to file types such as text messages, contact lists, and photo images. It shows
the acquisition time according to file type and size. As shown in Table 3, the large file (an image)
takes longer than the smaller file types. The reason for the differences in these experimental results is
the limitation imposed by the shared memory size (4 KB) provided by the hypervisor. The current
version of ViMo, installed on a Samsung Galaxy S3, formed a prototype for testing the feasibility of the
development of secure mobile platforms. Details of the experiments on the performance of the IDCS
and MSPS are described by Park et al. [23,26]. To transmit and receive a large file, the system needs to
exchange large numbers of messages repeatedly. Future versions of ViMo are expected to improve
performance in order to solve this problem.

Table 3. Message exchange time for various file types.

Type File Size Acquisition Time
(Averaged over 100 Runs)

Text messages 3504 bytes 0.031 s
Contact lists 520 bytes 0.017 s
Image files 654,532 bytes 3.602 s
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As can be seen from the implementation and experiments, virtualization technology can be used
as a way to increase reusability for a specially customized device and to enhance the security of existing
legacy devices from the perspective of sustainability. Our suggested study can reuse an old-fashioned
device as a special-purpose device, despite the use of an obsolete device such as a Samsung Galaxy S3.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

According to IDC, the market for used smart device will grow 222.6 million units in 2020.
This means that used smart device still have capabilities to use and are not obsolete and fit to be
discarded. However, the security features must be enhanced to overcome known vulnerabilities.
If mobile virtualization can be a role for security enhancement, it can reuse an old-fashioned device to
emulate a special-purpose device.

In this paper, we introduce a secure platform, called TMZ (Trusted Mobile Zone), to protect a
user’s sensitive information using domain isolation based on virtualization. By separating the domains
of the host device based on virtualization technology, the guest OS on the segmented domain can
be used as a trusted execution environment for performing security activities. The TMZ can be a
reliable security solution for overcoming this problem since it supports domain separation, a secure
file system, secure middleware, multi-factor access control, a cryptography library, authentication
management and a secure service API for TMZ app development. Although a security-enhanced
Android platform has been introduced recently, domain separation using a hypervisor is more secure
than the Android OS itself, as it can operate several different OS environments simultaneously and
consolidate security features in the isolated domain. The TMZ can be utilized in various fields such as
smart work, e-government and e-financial transactions. The TMZ platform and apps are prototype
solutions for ongoing research into the development of military-grade security mobile solutions based
on a secure platform using a mobile hypervisor. It is highly likely that the TMZ platform will be a major
target for malicious attacks; to overcome these threats, the TMZ has undergone various penetration
tests and vulnerability checks, and the issues discovered in this way have been addressed.

For future work, the authors have researched techniques that automatically move a user’s sensitive
information to the secure domain, using a relationship calculation based on the order of importance
of the user’s history data. This approach has the advantage that the user does not move private
information to secure domain manually. The proposed idea is that the TMZ can automatically move
and store the user’s sensitive information from the Android OS (the normal domain) to the security
domain (the TMZ) based on the relationship calculation, arranged in order of importance of the user’s
history data. The relationship points are analyzed using the contacts which have high frequency,
calculated based on the numbers of sent/received text messages, called/received contacts and the
names mentioned by the user as part of social activities, and so forth.
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